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SPECIALIZED VS. GENERAL CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION: OR, PROBLEMS WITH BEING A BRAIN SURGEON AFTER A FAMILY PRACTICE INTERNSHIP

Karen V. Kole*

I. Introduction

The clinical model of legal education is not a new one. Even before the clinical legal education “boom” of the late 1960s and 1970s, a number of law school curricula already contained clinical courses that served to apply substantive course work in practice. These programs provided a valuable service to communities whose interests were not otherwise adequately served by the legal community.

A continuing debate exists as to the extent to which law schools should concentrate on the theory rather than the practice of law. However, it is clear that clinical programs are firmly entrenched as a part of nearly every modern law school’s course offerings. It is also clear that general law school clinics do not serve all the students they should, and portions of the community they could. Those of today’s law students who do not intend to practice law in the areas traditionally covered by the most common civil and criminal practice law school clinics do not typically avail themselves of basic clinical courses. Apparently, these students would rather spend their time in theoretical courses relevant to their specific area of interest than get general clinic experience which they do not view as relevant to their future career plans. As a result, these students fall through the cracks and emerge after three years of law school with little practical experience in their chosen areas of interest. Specialized legal clinics help fill the gap in the educational experience of such students and better prepare these future practitioners for real-life lawyering. Thus, specialized legal clinics are, and must be, a significant part of the future of clinical legal education.

In addition to providing students with special interests with outlets for pro bono service, these clinics help extend the educational experience of such students. Specialized clinics also provide students and practitioners with special interests with outlets for pro bono service to the community.

Specialized clinics extend to all law students not only their own practice skills but also provide what may be perceived at first glance as redundant clinical course offerings. These problems are not insurmountable, however, and more law schools are finding the time, expense and trouble of establishing specialized clinics worth the benefits that ensue to both the student and the community.

This article first briefly details the history and goals of the clinical educational model. Next, the article discusses the current trend toward more specialized clinical course offerings and the need for...
II. Background

The term “clinical education” has been used to describe various supervised practice experiences, including on and off-campus, school-run legal clinics; externships or clerkships with law firms, government agencies and judges; and basic skills courses in areas such as legal writing, trial advocacy and negotiation. This article is concerned primarily with the on- or off-campus, faculty supervised and directed legal clinic, although the background information that follows concerns itself with the broader context of clinical education.

Since the 1930s, the clinical educational model has been viewed as a valuable addition to the standard law school curriculum. In fact, some law schools had clinical programs in place in the 1920s. These clinics afforded law students an opportunity for supervised practical experience and provided valuable and affordable legal aid service to individuals who might not otherwise be represented. However, beginning in the late 1960s and continuing through the 1970s, legal clinics experienced an intense period of growth in law school curricula. By 1979, an estimated 90% of all ABA accredited law schools had some form of clinical educational program included in their curricula. Moreover, during that same year, an estimated 95% of these same law schools offered more than one clinical program. The goals of practice-oriented, supervised clinical course offerings are defined broadly. The most commonly cited goals are to train and sensitize students to: (1) fundamental professional skills such as legal writing, negotiation, trial advocacy and client and witness interviewing; (2) formulating legal issues and strategies from unfamiliar factual scenarios; (3) the need to reinforce and place in actual settings other substantive course work; (4) real-life professional responsibility issues; (5) the interplay of legal practice with basic social science principles; and (6) developing a concern for, and sensitivity to, the needs of low or middle income individuals who might not otherwise receive legal representation or counseling. Perhaps the best overall view of what these programs offer was given by Professor Conrad, describing his brief experience teaching in a clinical program:

I saw and talked with scores of accused persons, and learned from their mouths what they experience, or think that they experience, at the hands of complainants, police and prosecutors. I refreshed and updated my observation of the usual behavior and reactions of judges, bailiffs, clerks, jurors, prosecutors, private attorneys, clients and witnesses. What...[these experiences] enhance is my competence to evaluate the quality of justice in American society, and the possible ways of ameliorating its quality. The clinic provides a worm's eye view of justice which is very different from that of the usual "real world" exposures of law professors.

It has long been debated whether law schools should offer professional skills training of the type afforded by clinical educational course offerings. Although the debate on this front continues, it is clear that practice oriented, clinical education is firmly entrenched as part of standard curriculum, albeit a "modest" part of most law schools' programs. In fact, the American Bar Association Standards for Approval of Law Schools have advised since 1974 that law schools should include professional skills instruction in their curricula. Moreover, judges, bar associations, legal employers and recent law school graduates themselves have expressed an increased concern with the competence of practicing professionals.

III. Current Trend Toward Specialization

A. The Trend.

In addition to the increasing number of clinical course offerings, the types of subject matter covered by law school clinical programs have also increased in number. According to a study of ABA accredited law schools, in the 1970s the number of fields of law covered by clinical educational programs increased by over 300%, from fourteen distinct areas of practice to fifty-nine. In the years since that time, the clinical programs have continued to follow the trend toward diversity. Once the mainstay of clinical course offerings, basic administrative and civil practice clinics and criminal practice clinics are now supplemented by clinics specializing in a wide variety of subject areas. Law schools have added clinical programs in diverse specialties such as
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As a result, most clinical programs fail adequately to offer to students with interests in other more specialized areas of law the benefits of the clinical experience. These students are thus unable to develop relevant practice skills.

B. The Value of Specialized Clinics in Today's Curriculum.

Specialized clinics have had a tremendous impact on the students who participate in them and on the communities the clinics serve. Moreover, future employers as well as the faculty clinic directors also benefit. The majority of law school clinical offerings are in the areas of general civil or criminal practice. As a result, most clinical programs fail adequately to offer to students with interests in other more specialized areas of law the benefits of the clinical experience. These students are thus unable to develop relevant practice skills. Although many larger law firms provide in-house training, smaller firms are ill-equipped to handle such a financial burden. As a result, students themselves are concerned that their lack of practical training makes them less marketable than if they had been afforded a practical, supervised clinical experience in law school.

Specialized legal clinics allow law schools to provide a broader range of services to low or middle class individuals who might not otherwise benefit from law school clinic resources. Through a legal clinic, the law school may expand its services to needy communities.

Likewise, those students who do not intend to practice in areas of law related to general civil or criminal practice will become more acclimated to the needs of otherwise unserviced communities and more attuned to the type of services they may in the future provide (or be required to provide) on a pro bono basis. Moreover, these new lawyers may be a valuable resource to help staff specialized clinics in satisfaction of pro bono obligations. In this way, the student, the law school, the employer and the community may benefit.

Specialized legal clinics will also provide an expanded opportunity for law school faculty to obtain practical experience in their own areas of expertise. Too often, educators are removed from the practical considerations of the theories of law and as a result lose a necessary perspective.

IV. Process of Instituting Specialized Clinical Programs

Although the need for more specialized clinical programs is apparent, new programs must address and solve a number of practical problems to be successful. What follows is an overview of some of the necessary considerations and suggestions for resolving some of the more typical problems which arise in establishing specialized legal clinics.

A. Start-Up Concerns

New clinical programs necessarily require a willing faculty director; administrative and relevant committee approvals; approval from necessary external sources; funding for clinic personnel, facilities and supplies; and start-up operational plans. The director also must have a high degree of energy and a dedication to the necessity for the services a specialized clinic will provide. Because of the substantial time commitment involved in running a law school clinic, the director should also be prepared to forego substantial consulting fees she might otherwise obtain outside of the law school setting. It has been observed that "[O]n the average, clinical teachers report working fifty to sixty hours weekly. This work schedule does not include time for scholarship, consulting or other activities normally undertaken by faculty members in addition to their conventional teaching responsibilities." The director also must be capable of interacting closely with students, administrators, outside attorneys, the courts and other organizations with whom the director will necessarily work at various stages of the planning process and subsequent operations.

One of the largest hurdles a new specialized clinic may face involves convincing faculty and administration that another costly, labor intensive clinical program is necessary and worthwhile . . . that may involve anything from persuading wary faculty that skills training is an appropriate focus for legal education to convincing them that the current general practice clinic is insufficient to meet the clinical educational needs of a particular group of students.

One of the largest hurdles a new specialized clinic may face involves convincing faculty and administration that another costly, labor intensive clinical program is necessary and worthwhile. The director must have a high degree of energy and a dedication to the necessity for the services a specialized clinic will provide. Because of the substantial time commitment involved in running a law school clinic, the director should also be prepared to forego substantial consulting fees she might otherwise obtain outside of the law school setting. It has been observed that "[O]n the average, clinical teachers report working fifty to sixty hours weekly. This work schedule does not include time for scholarship, consulting or other activities normally undertaken by faculty members in addition to their conventional teaching responsibilities." The director also must be capable of interacting closely with students, administrators, outside attorneys, the courts and other organizations with whom the director will necessarily work at various stages of the planning process and subsequent operations.

One of the largest hurdles a new specialized clinic may face involves convincing faculty and administration that another costly, labor intensive clinical program is necessary and worthwhile. The director must have a high degree of energy and a dedication to the necessity for the services a specialized clinic will provide. Because of the substantial time commitment involved in running a law school clinic, the director should also be prepared to forego substantial consulting fees she might otherwise obtain outside of the law school setting. It has been observed that "[O]n the average, clinical teachers report working fifty to sixty hours weekly. This work schedule does not include time for scholarship, consulting or other activities normally undertaken by faculty members in addition to their conventional teaching responsibilities." The director also must be capable of interacting closely with students, administrators, outside attorneys, the courts and other organizations with whom the director will necessarily work at various stages of the planning process and subsequent operations.

One of the largest hurdles a new specialized clinic may face involves convincing faculty and administration that another costly, labor intensive clinical program is necessary and worthwhile. The director must have a high degree of energy and a dedication to the necessity for the services a specialized clinic will provide. Because of the substantial time commitment involved in running a law school clinic, the director should also be prepared to forego substantial consulting fees she might otherwise obtain outside of the law school setting. It has been observed that "[O]n the average, clinical teachers report working fifty to sixty hours weekly. This work schedule does not include time for scholarship, consulting or other activities normally undertaken by faculty members in addition to their conventional teaching responsibilities." The director also must be capable of interacting closely with students, administrators, outside attorneys, the courts and other organizations with whom the director will necessarily work at various stages of the planning process and subsequent operations.
The most serious stumbling block to starting a specialized clinic is likely to be obtaining adequate funding. Any clinical program will be expensive. In connection with this approval, malpractice insurance for all attorneys involved with the clinic. The coverage should be broad enough to allow volunteer attorneys to be covered without relying on their individual coverage or their employer's coverage.

The course description must be tailored to maximize opportunities for classroom skills simulation, supervision of student client contact and feedback to the student from the clinic director or supervisory staff. The academic credit for students must also be considered and approved at a level commensurate with the time commitment and responsibility that new clinic students must necessarily assume. This is imperative not only to provide an effective learning experience for the student, but also to ensure effective representation of the clinic's clients. Awarding adequate academic credit will persuade students to participate. Likewise, the director must receive adequate tenure credit for her activities and must be assured that the directorship will be taken into account in light of scholarship and course load requirements.

The most serious stumbling block to starting a specialized clinic is likely to be obtaining adequate funding. Any clinical program will be expensive. However, several alternatives are available to the creative law school to help lessen the economic blow. A new specialized clinic may be able to share office space, telephones and support staff with currently existing general clinics. Staffing the clinic with licensed attorneys, although expensive if all staff are paid, may be handled by obtaining attorneys practicing in the particular area who could fulfill their pro bono obligations by participating in the law school clinics on a volunteer basis. Staffing problems may also be addressed by having students who have already completed a given clinical program participate in supervisory responsibilities as "senior associates." Specialized clinics may actually have a better chance of receiving outside funding than the more generalized poverty law clinics, from sources such as corporate foundations set-up by business, interest groups or other similar groups. In the case of a tax clinic, prominent tax practitioners and tax departments of large law firms are potential sources for donations.

Other start up concerns involve contact with outside organizations. The first area of inquiry should be the jurisdiction's student practice rules. For example, in order for a tax clinic student to practice before the Internal Revenue Service ("I.R.S."), the clinic itself must be approved by the local I.R.S. District Director, and the I.R.S. National Director of Practice. Each student must individually be certified to practice as well. Additionally, special approval must be given by the United States Tax Court if the clinic intends students to represent taxpayers in that forum.

Specialized clinics may actually have a better chance of receiving outside funding than the more generalized poverty law clinics, from sources such as corporate foundations set-up by business, interest groups or other similar groups.

B. Operational Concerns

Although criteria for clinic students and clients must be considered before a clinic begins operation, once the clinic is approved, the director must recruit well-qualified students and must arrange mechanisms for obtaining and selecting clients. Because the reputation and quality of any clinic will depend on the calibre of student practitioners, students should be selected for their maturity and basic understanding of the area of law handled by the new clinic. The students who often benefit the most are the ones who have less maturity and understand the law. Therefore, the choice of participants must balance these concerns with the amount and quality of the supervision.

Another important operational consideration is the client base that the clinic will service. The client base should be selected to maximize the student's educational experience and also to maximize service to the neediest communities. In some cases, these goals may be contradictory. "Typical" client problems may frequently involve novel legal issues or present a range of skills training outlets.

The specialized clinic must above all choose its clients for the variety of practice skills the case will present. The best client cases involve aspects of interviewing techniques, negotiation and advocacy skills as well as novel legal issues. In this regard, the new clinic must be selective.

In the interest of public service, the clinic should attempt to locate and choose those clients who are most likely to benefit from free or low cost student representation. It is imperative that the new specialized clinic make itself known to the community it will serve.
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department, the clinic should issue press releases to the media to secure newspaper, radio and television promotional news stories.36 Depending on the area of law covered by the clinic, more targeted advertising, mail campaigns and the like may be undertaken. Additionally, the specialized clinic should advise other area pro bono organizations of its activities and the types of clients the clinic accepts, so that these organizations may provide referrals of appropriate cases. Moreover, local bar associations may provide a fertile resource for referrals from practicing members who are themselves unable to handle appropriate cases on a pro bono basis.

C. Concerns for the Future

Once the new specialized clinic begins operations, it can begin to meet the needs of both the students and the otherwise unrepresented clients in the clinic's community. As more specialized clinics continue to emerge, however, new problems will continue to arise. For instance, since 1979,57 there has been no comprehensive, readily available directory of United States specialized clinical programs, although comprehensive lists of general clinical programs are available.58 As a result, law schools and other public interest clinics may not be aware of the range of more specialized clinical legal services available, even in their own metropolitan areas.59 In the future, it is important that clinical program offerings be centrally available, perhaps by means of a nationwide computer database, so that law school legal clinics and other legal services clinics may become aware of the range of services available nationwide, for both informational and referral purposes.

Additionally, even with more law schools offering specialized legal clinics, individual law schools will be unable to provide practical training for all of their students with specialized interests. In larger metropolitan areas with more than one law school, it may be possible to coordinate specialized clinics so that each school would offer different specialized legal clinics and allow students from other schools to participate in specialized programs as visiting students, with transferable academic credit.

V. Conclusion

Given the fact that general clinical programs exist as a part of almost every law school's curriculum, specialized clinical education must be given serious consideration. Specialized clinical programs have distinct advantages over the more general clinical programs: (1) they provide needed services to segments of the community that are currently ignored or underrepresented; (2) they provide students with special or technical interests the same education that is afforded to students with general practice interests who are currently enrolled in general clinical programs; (3) they provide attorneys practicing in specialized areas, such as tax, an outlet for pro bono services to satisfy their obligation and responsibility to the general public;60 and, (4) they provide academics in specialized areas of law the opportunity to interact in "real life" situations.

Although it has been argued that legal clinics and clinical courses are by their very nature too expensive to maintain and operate, specialized legal clinics may not be incrementally more expensive than general clinics. Existing general legal clinics can be drawn upon to minimize the cost of implementing specialized programs. Once established, the benefits afforded to students, law firms, academies and the general public will far outweigh the cost of establishing and operating these clinical programs.

Once established, the benefits afforded to students, law firms, academies and the general public will far outweigh the cost of establishing and operating these clinical programs.
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49 Options for tenure tracking of clinical teachers vary from establishing different criteria for clinical education tenure and normal academic tenure track to treating clinical participation the same as other curricular responsibilities. Feldman, supra note 12, at 622-24. Feldman suggests that all law school faculty should participate in clinical course teaching and that faculty involved in clinical projects be given "increased teaching credits above and beyond satisfaction of their entire teaching responsibilities for the period of their clinical involvement." Id. at 623. These extra credits would serve to decrease post-clinical teaching requirements to afford more time for satisfying academic and other required requirements. Id. See Pincus, supra note 7, at 349. (law schools discourage clinical program development by failing to include clinical faculty members in tenure systems and by offering lower compensation for more working hours). Compare comments by Scott, former Chair of the American Association of Law Schools' Clinical Section, in Panel Discussion, Clinical Education: Reflections on the Past Fifteen Years and Aspirations for the Future, 56 CATH. U.L. REV. 337, 361-62 (1987) (clinician should be excused from scholarship requirements for tenure because: there are other ways for law schools to determine the intellectual acumen of clinical professors; clinicians demonstrate perseverance and good work habits by innovating in their teaching methodologies; and, they already produce volumes of written material in the course of their clinical work), with comments by Scott Schrag, Director of Georgetown University's Center for Applied Legal Studies, Id. at 362-63 (clinicians want to publish, but the much larger amount of student contact involved in clinical courses demands that clinicians be given greater credit for semesters spent in clinic and time off for fulfilling scholarly responsibilities).

50 Wizner & Curtis, supra note 7, at 682. By one estimate, clinical instruction is "at least three to four times more expensive than conventional large-class instruction." Task Force on Lawyer Competency, supra note 27, at 23.

51 Wizner & Curtis, supra note 7, at 682. These "senior associates" may help edit drafts of legal documents and memoranda and may assist in training entry level students in the day-to-day operations of the clinic. Id. Thus, the senior student has the added benefit of obtaining managerial and supervisory skills. Id.